


Welcome to Startup Garage

Data is unlocking potential for individuals and startups. If together 
we can fuel innovation and entrepreneurship while building trust 
and control, everyone wins.

France has a thriving digital economy, from top engineering schools to a robust venture 

capital center to a network of organizations contributing to startup growth at all stages of 

development. Paris already boasts the largest startup incubator for developers and startups 

in Europe, and now has Station F, the largest startup campus in the world. 

Facebook is committed to the future of the digital economy in France. Startup Garage 

is a program designed to empower independent startups in France, providing access 

to expertise and mentoring as well as dedicated working space within Station F.  At 

Facebook’s Startup Garage, we are working with exciting startups to foster business 

models which put people in control of their data and allow individuals to benefit from data  

in new ways.

Startup Garage participants have been selected because they are at the forefront of 

innovation building on personal data: helping people manage their personal information, 

make better decisions, and get things done more effectively. From personalized travel 

recommendations, to enhanced personal finance management, to informed decisions 

about our everyday health and wellness, Startup Garage participants recognize the promise 

of improving people’s lives through data. Huge untapped potential remains for individuals  

to get more value and use from their own data. And building trust in these technologies 

is crucial to the continued success of the digital economy, not just in France, but around 

the world. 

Facebook itself emerged from a vibrant startup ecosystem which enabled us to move 

fast and innovate. With Startup Garage, we are committed to paving the way for the next 

generation of startup success stories in France. Our commitment is a two-way process— 

we know we will learn from these innovative businesses, and we also have expertise we 

can use to help them. We know from experience how fast great ideas can take off when 

startups are given the space to grow and learn from each other. That’s why supporting 

startups and developers is a core part of our mission at Facebook.

Get in touch with Startup Garage Paris
startupfrance@fb.com



The Fabulous is a holistic health and wellness app that helps people 
form and keep healthier habits using data analysis and behavioral 
economics principles. 

The Founding team:

Sami Ben Hassine 

Behavioral Economy - Duke University

Amine Laadhari 

Computer Scientist - INSA France

Taylor Ling 

Designer

The Fabulous Vision:

The Fabulous was created in 2014 after its founders realized that behavioral economics principles 

could be used to help people form and keep everyday healthy habits. Since its creation as a 

research-based app at Duke University, The Fabulous now has 100k DAU (daily active users), over 

300k MAU (monthly active users), and 10k paying customers, in addition to being named Best App 

in the Google Play Store.

Already, The Fabulous has expanded internationally, covering several markets in Europe, Latin 

America and in China. In 2017, the current team of 10 employees at The Fabulous will focus on 

reaching 100k subscribers, growing the number of enterprise clients and releasing an iOS app.

User data is central to The Fabulous’ success, as users are sharing information about their habits 

on a daily basis as well as personal health statistics. Protecting that data and leveraging it to provide 

users with a highly customized app experience is therefore a key pillar to sustainable growth. 

Get in touch with The Fabulous

hello@thefabulous.co

The Fabulous



Bruno puts artificial intelligence in your bank account to help you save 
money and reach your goals

The Founding team:

Florent Robert 

CEO and co-founder. He is a Python lover who spent 7 years as a systematic trader in Hong Kong 

and London, working for Société Générale and Deutsche Bank. Florent graduated from Supélec 

and Imperial College.

Louis Chavane 

CTO and co-founder. He also is a founder at le Wagon coding bootcamp in Marseille. Previously, 

he spent 5 years developing big data products at fifty-five in Paris. Louis graduated from Télécom 

ParisTech.

Bruno Vision:

Bruno was created in January 2017 to change the way we manage our money. By connecting 

Bruno to their bank accounts, users can automatically put money aside and gain insights into their 

personal finance. Bruno’s core engine analyzes spending patterns and then sends users saving 

suggestions on a regular basis. It is currently available on Facebook Messenger, in private beta 

mode only, being tested on a few hundred beta users. Already, Bruno shows impressive retention 

rates and users accept over 45% of the app’s saving suggestions fueled by artificial intelligence. 

The team plans to rapidly open up Bruno and reach a 3,000 user base over the coming months 

in France.

Bruno’s artificial intelligence relies on the predictive power of transaction data. Saving suggestions 

are derived from its ability to forecast users’ financial future on a short-term horizon. As users build 

a lasting relationship with Bruno,  it will be able to leverage user data to provide more personal and 

more detailed financial planning advice over a longer term. 

Get in touch with Bruno

Florent Robert: florent@hibruno.com 

Louis Chavane: louis@hibruno.com

Bruno



Jam inspires young people to discover things they’ll love, with just a 
quick chat: no app, just a simple conversation within Messenger. 

The Founding team:

Marjolaine Grondin (CEO) 

Business and social sciences background - graduated from Sciences Po Paris and HEC

Loïc Delmaire (CTO) 

Engineer - graduated from a computer science school (ENSIIE)

Jam Vision:

Jam is a chatbot (an automated conversation tool) designed to help young people make the most 

of their free time, wherever they are. Restaurants, bars, trips, movies, concerts, events... with just a 

quick chat with Jam via Messenger, Jam will recommend the best activities and places to explore 

according to your profile, just as a friend would. More than 100k people use Jam today with a goal 

of 500k users by the end of 2017.

Jam was launched in 2015 and now has a team of five, with over 1.3M € in funding from NUMA 

and ISAI Seed Club. It covers France as well as French-speaking markets including Switzerland, 

Canada and Belgium, with 23% of users returning weekly, and monthly booking revenues of  

over 9k €.

User data underlies Jam’s personalized approach. Users require a tailor-made experience: they 

want a product to consider both their profile and the context (weather, time, day of the week) 

when responding to their needs on Jam. Jam’s technology gathers, analyzes and uses this information 

to improve the user experience. You can’t serve customers if you don’t know them. The richer the 

data, the better the experience gets, and the value that can be delivered increases exponentially. 

Jam’s users understand that, but also require increased transparency around the data that products 

like Jam gather and a clear understanding of how this data helps improve their experience.

Get in touch with Jam

Marjolaine Grondin: marjolaine@hellojam.fr 

Loïc Delmaire: loic@hellojam.fr

Jam



Alan is the first digital health insurance provider in Europe, reinventing 
user experience while providing seamless healthcare coverage for 
companies and the self-employed. 

The Founding team:

Jean-Charles Samuelian (CEO) 

Prior to Alan, Jean-Charles cofounded Expliseat, revolutionizing aircraft seating for economy class 

through new technologies, now used on several airlines. He has been programming since the age 

of 12. He holds a MSc in Engineering from the Ecole des Ponts Paristech, a MBA from Collège des 

Ingénieurs and is a member of the French Institute of Actuaries.

Charles Gorintin (CTO) 

Prior to co-founding Alan, Charles Gorintin was a data science leader at fast-growing social 

networks, Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter, where he worked on anti-fraud and social 

psychology. Charles holds a Masters degree from Ecole des Ponts ParisTech in Mathematics and 

Computer Science, a Masters degree from ENS Paris-Saclay in Machine Learning, and a Masters 

of Financial Engineering from UC Berkeley - Haas School of Business.

Alan Vision:

Founded in February 2016, Alan is the first digital health insurance provider in Europe. Alan 

reinvents the user experience around insurance while providing simple, seamless healthcare 

coverage with excellent value for money for companies and the self-employed. Alan believes that 

the job of insurer is not simply to cover financial risks, but to help make healthcare simple and 

accessible. Alan offers the best user experience while providing an excellent price-quality ratio 

health plan:

• Insure your company and employees in under 3 minutes

• 100% online, with an entirely paperless process, even for reimbursement

• Excellent healthcare coverage, supported by great customer service

Alan has 15 employees and currently operates in France, covering hundreds of companies and 

freelancers. They have raised 12M € to date from CNP Assurance (OpenCNP), Partech Ventures, 

Power Corporation of Canada and business angels.

Health data is highly personal, thus innovation around storage and anonymity of user data is 

essential. Alan aims to aggregate this data to enable health research and prevention—all of this 

while preserving user’s privacy and trust.

Get in touch with Alan

Jean-Charles Samuelian: jcs@alan.eu

Charles Gorintin: cg@alan.eu

Kevin Aserraf: kevin.aserraf@alan.eu

Alan



Karos leverages AI and mobile technologies to transform empty car 
seats into public transport networks in suburban and rural areas.

The Founding team:

Olivier Binet, CEO 

After graduating from HEC Business School, Olivier spent 10 years as a Growth Equity investor  

in Private Equity funds (Lehman Brothers, Astorg Partners, Bridgepoint Capital).

Tristan Croiset, CTO 

After graduating from EPITA, Tristan spent 8 years as an R&D Engineer at Google, Systran  

and Criteo.

Karos Vision:

Created in May 2014, Karos develops and sells AI-based SaaS (software as a service) and mobile 

carpooling software solutions to companies seeking to improve their employees’ daily commutes 

and reduce their carbon footprint, as well as to local authorities establishing low-cost and  

eco-friendly daily mobility networks within their constituencies. The Karos community today 

counts 50k members in France saving time and money every day on their commutes, with a 

transportation network of 60k trips and 1.2M km offered every day.

The Karos team has 17 people who will focus in 2017 on fueling BtoB sales, strengthening operations 

and managing the growth of its user community. To date, Karos has raised 1.6M € of R&D support 

from BPI France and support from business angels including Franck Le Ouay (Criteo co-founder), 

Florian Douetteau (CEO Dataiku) and Charles Egly (CEO Younited Credit).

Karos is a “smart carpooling assistant” that continuously collects and computes geolocation data 

to understand users’ mobility habits and predict their next move to automatically provide tailored 

carpooling options, mixed with mass transit lines. Managing this data is a technological pre-requisite 

to providing a seamless and flexible carpooling experience for daily commutes.

Get in touch with Karos

Olivier Binet: olivier@karos.fr

Tristan Croiset: tristan@karos.fr

Karos



The School Project aims to enable every child to reach their full 
potential by creating data-driven tools for teachers in order to 
personalize learning. 

The Founding team:

Stéphane Le Viet  

Prior to The School Project, Stéphane (École Polytechnique and Harvard alum) built 3 startups  

in Paris and San Francisco (Multiposting (acquired by SAP), Work4, and Legalstart). 

Maxime Faguer 

Maxime (HEC and St Gall alum) served as an Investment Director at Bpifrance and as the 

treasurer of Frateli, an education nonprofit.

The School Project Vision:

The School Project was launched in January 2016 with the vision that education can be improved 

for all children by adopting a more personalized approach to learning. That is why The School 

Project is designing products to bring personalization to the classroom, including the first 

personalized learning platform for primary schools in France. The platform is a resource for 

teaching professionals to easily collect, analyze and visualize student data, to gain a deep 

understanding of individual needs and build personalized learning paths.

With a successful friends and family round and an innovation grant from Bpifrance of 275k €,  

The School Project has launched three teacher-oriented solutions in beta: www.meseleves.fr  

(a personalization platform), www.cleio.fr (a single sign-on solution), www.didasco.fr (a search 

engine for educational materials). Over 5,000 teachers have interacted with its various products 

this year to date. The advisory board includes teachers and innovators in the education space 

such as Olivier Brechard and  Boris Walbaum.

The School Project’s five-person team are focused on expanding its active user base to at least 

500 additional teachers in France and investing significantly in product improvements in 2017.

Given The School Project’s commitment to providing a personalized education experience, 

managing, using and protecting students’ information is a key factor of success.

Get in touch with The School Project

Stéphane Le Viet: stephane@theschoolproject.fr

Maxime Faguer: maxime@theschoolproject.fr

The School Project



Welcome to the Jungle helps 20-35 year old candidates find their 
dream job at their dream company, thanks to enriched content and 
the best user experience possible.

The Founding team:

Jérémy Clédat 

Former venture capital associate

Bertrand Uzeel 

Former creative director in the music and video industry

Welcome to the Jungle Vision:

Welcome to the Jungle was founded in January 2015 with a mission to build the best candidate 

experience online and to help companies find the talent they need to grow.  It develops two products:

•  Welcome to the Jungle, a recruiting platform which gives candidates all the information and 

content they need to discover their next career opportunities

•  Welcome Kit, an Applicant Tracking System, working as a SaaS tool for recruiters

After 2 years, Welcome to the Jungle is already working with over 1,000 companies on their 

employer branding. 2017 objectives are to strengthen the candidate experience and to launch 

internationally. The team of 27 people raised 2M € in November 2016 with several private investors.

Every day, job seekers and candidates share information about themselves as they are applying 

for new jobs. Welcome to the Jungle seeks to innovate on the information that people share in 

order to provide insights and recommendations to candidates on how to better apply, when to 

apply, and what companies and/or jobs may be a good fit for them.

Get in touch with Welcome to the Jungle

Jeremy Clédat: jeremy@wttj.co

Welcome to the Jungle



Glose is an app to help people read more via a social reading platform that 
lets you discover, purchase, read, and engage with ebooks in new ways. 

The Founding team:

Nicolas Princen is a graduate from Ecole Normale Supérieure, HEC and Sciences Po Paris. Nicolas 

was the first Chief Digital Officer for the French Presidency. He launched www.elysee.fr, the 

Presidency’s communication platform on all devices, and had oversight on the government’s 

digital communication. He then became Advisor for Innovation & Digital in the cabinet of President 

Sarkozy, where he led the agenda on innovation and startup-friendly policies, open data, and 

digital education. He launched the National Digital Council (CNNum) and the Forum E-G8, the 

world’s first gathering of Heads of State and leaders of the tech industry. He was also chief digital 

strategist during successive presidential elections in 2007 and 2012. In 2012, he consulted for 

Publicis, Solocal, and McKinsey on innovation.

Glose Vision:

Reading books is essential to develop knowledge, foster ideas, and create emotions. But whether 

for school, work, or leisure, reading books is hard and takes time and effort. Glose is on a mission  

to make reading better by making it social, collaborative, rewarding and fun on all digital devices.  

In 2017 Glose will launch a special extension for education purposes, targeted at teachers and 

learners, with dozens of classes reading and collaborating on our platform: from middle schools  

in Décines, Grenoble or Louisville (Kentucky), to university students at Sciences Po Paris and 

Harvard Business School. 

Glose works with 800 publishers worldwide, distributing over 1M ebooks, and is on track to reach 

several million users in the next 6 months. It boasts readers in over 200 countries, and 

international rights to sell ebooks all over the world. Glose has raised $500k from business  

angels and tech entrepreneurs and currently has a team of 7 employees. 

Data is central to Glose’s quest to build the reading experience for the 21st century: data on books, 

readers, or groups. Glose wants to help readers learn from their reading habits and encourage 

them to read more, while fully protecting their privacy and giving them control. Reading is 

fundamental to learning, yet it can also be considered a very private activity. Innovation in dealing 

with personal information is all the more important for onboarding schools, children, teachers, and 

parents. Glose empowers people who are passionate about understanding and improving reading 

habits (identifying problems in literacy, finding ways to reward reading) and protecting the privacy 

of their children. Glose promotes privacy by design, and creates trust in educational software, 

while using data to make reading and learning smarter.  

Get in touch with Glose

Nicolas Princen: nicolas@glose.com

Arthur Darcet: arthur@glose.com

Thomas Ricouard: thomas@glose.com

Glose



Riminder automates screening resumes and job video interviews by 
leveraging state-of-the-art deep learning to understand people and 
unlock their full potential.

The Founding team:

Mouhidine Seiv is an entrepreneur and data scientist. A fan of robots, Mouhidine started working 

with mechanics and embedded electronics at the age of 7. He holds an Engineering degree in 

Applied Mathematics, Computer Science and Entrepreneurship from Ecole Centrale Paris, and 

M.Sc. in Machine Learning and Computer Vision from Ecole Normale Supérieure.

Riminder Vision:

Riminder was founded in Paris in 2016 after two years of intense research and development 

focused on the recruitment field. Riminder allows employers to quickly connect their HR data to 

an AI-based solution that can take the guesswork out of choosing a job title and finding 

candidates that correspond to a company’s expectations and values.  It gets smarter with every 

interaction, incorporating the recruiter’s actions and job market trends. Riminder works for all 

kinds of jobs and scales to any language.

The predictive models underlying Riminder’s solution are based on the candidate’s career path 

(transitions, experiences, education, skills) and external facts (location, industry, job market, best 

practices). The success of Riminder’s algorithms depends upon its ability to effectively manage 

personal information about candidates and employees. And Riminder brings the additional benefit 

of removing unconscious bias in the recruitment process, since decisions are driven by the data 

itself. The Riminder solution allows employers to identify as much as 3x more candidates for a 

given job while actually conducting 4x fewer interviews, significantly reducing the costs and time 

of the assessment process and allowing recruiters to focus on what matters: building meaningful 

connections with candidates. 

Riminder is developing an enterprise business model in addition to an existing freemium model. It 

currently has a team of 12 employees and is in beta in France, US, UK, Germany and the Netherlands. 

Get in touch with Riminder

Mouhidine Seiv: mouhidine.seiv@riminder.net

Othmane Izi: othmane.izi@riminder.net

Riminder



The Mapstr app lets you save your favorite places anywhere in the 
world on a map, tag them and share them with your friends. 

The Founding team:

Mapstr founder, Sebastien Caron, graduated from Polytechnique and HEC Paris and worked in 

Corporate Finance for 8 years before launching Mapstr, the app he was dreaming to find in the 

app stores.

Mapstr Vision:

Mapstr was launched in 2015. Sebastien had the idea after struggling for years to remember 

places he loved or wanted to visit when traveling. Mapstr lets users build the map of their very own 

world: they can save all their favorite places—any kind of places, anywhere in the world—on one 

completely customizable map and sort them with their own tags. Then they can filter their saved 

places to visualize them efficiently and access useful info (itinerary, pictures, opening hours, phone 

number, website). Every map is private, but users can choose to share their map with their friends. 

Today Mapstr had reached 250k active users in more than 150 countries and over 6M saved 

places. In 2017, Mapstr aims to become the first places management platform for users and 

business to save, share, send, and commercialize places and maps, with an objective to reach 

500k active users by the end of the year. So far, Mapstr has raised a $1.5M seed round and has a 

12-person team. 

Mapstr is private by design. Even if most places are public, a user map represents the personal 

world of the user, with his own selection, his own tastes, his own private places and his geolocation 

history. The app includes social features to share maps with friends, allowing users to carefully 

select with whom they share. Similarly, when users customize information about places with 

comments, custom pictures, or ratings, this info remains private at the user level.

Get in touch with Mapstr

Sébastien Caron: sebastien@mapstr.com

Press: press@mapstr.com

Mapstr



Onecub is a data portability tool allowing you to securely reuse the 
data in your emails with all your favorite online services in just 2 clicks.

The Founding team:

Olivier Dion graduated from Telecom Sud Paris in 2007. He worked for 3 years at Accenture on 

the EDF CRM project (one of the biggest CRMs in the world today). In 2010 he created an 

association dedicated to fostering Open Data principles within the French administration. He 

created Onecub in 2011 in order to empower people with their own data.

Onecub Vision:

Onecub is a data portability tool that allows an individual to easily gather his personal data and 

securely exchange it with external websites or online services via an API, Onecub Connect. 

Onecub users will be able to share their data with third party services while remaining in full 

control of their privacy settings. Such innovation will allow people and businesses or 

administrations to securely exchange personal data in a transparent way and discover new ways 

to benefit from that data. Onecub is an ideal solution for B2B that is fully compliant with the  

GDPR framework, as it can help companies respond to the new ‘data portability principle’.  

The data portability service is free for individuals. Third party services implementing the  

Onecub Connect API pay per user/month on a freemium model.

Onecub has a team of 8 today and has raised 500k €  in seed funding.

Get in touch with Onecub

contact@onecub.fr

Onecub



With Chekk.me, individuals own their digital identity and data,  
while businesses get secure and seamless customer interactions 
and data requests.

The Founding team:

Pascal Nizri is the Co-Founder & Chief Executive Officer of Chekk. Pascal has over 16 years 

experience in the Financial Industry, having worked across geographies (France, UK, Hong Kong, 

Australia, Indonesia), disciplines (strategy, business, technology, digital), and positions (Global 

Chief of Staff for a large international Retail Bank; Chief Operating Officer for Retail Banking & 

Wealth Management in countries).

Remy Bellavoine is the Co-Founder & Head of Sales of Chekk. Remy has over 17 years experience 

in banking across countries (USA, UK, France, Hong Kong) and areas (Global Banking, Audit,  

Risk, Strategy).

Chekk Vision:

Chekk is a digital identity platform enabling the shift of personal data ownership from businesses 

to individuals, to the benefit of both. For consumers, Chekk is a secure data wallet in which users 

can store their personal data (passport details, cards) and contextualize it with profiles (banking, 

travel) For corporate customers and government agencies, Chekk is a platform which enables 

them to improve customer experience and request access to up-to-date customer information. 

Chekk has recently been featured by the World Economic Forum, and selected by Citi Group as a 

finalist of the Tech for Integrity initiative.

Chekk is a global company and solution, with teams in France, Hong Kong and Australia. Chekk 

has been self-funded to date. 

Consumers are becoming more privacy aware and protective of their personal data. For businesses 

and governments, both digital strategies and regulation require companies to know much more 

about their customers and to refresh that data regularly. Chekk believes that the only way to 

reconcile these two forces is to shift personal data ownership from businesses to individuals, 

benefitting everyone.

Get in touch with Chekk

Pascal Nizri: pascal.nizri@chekk.me

Chekk



Get in touch with Startup Garage Paris
startupfrance@fb.com




